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In teaching and learning process in the class, there are a lot of students who find 
some difficulties in learning English. One of the difficulties of students in English 
learning activity is vocabulary. The students‟ vocabulary mastery of MTs Al-
Fatah is still low. To solve this problem, the researcher applied Semantic Game, a 
technique which consist of remember some words automatically through the 
actions or procedures of this method. The objective of this research is to know 
whether there is a significant effectiveness of using Semantic Game towards 
student‟s vocabulary mastery at the Second Semester In Seventh Grade of MTs 
Al - Fatah Natar in the Academic Year of 2020/ 2021. 
 
The research methodology used was quasi experimental design. The sample of the 
research were two classes consist of 64 students. The population of this research 
was students of Seventh Grade of MTs Al - Fatah Natar. The researcher took the 
sample by using cluster random sampling technique and the researcher determined 
that VIII B as the experimental class and VIII F as the control class. The 
researcher did five meetings for each class and it consisted of one meeting for 
pretest, three meetings for treatments and one meeting for posttest. In the 
experimental class the researcher applied Semantic Game as treatment and control 
class the researcher applied Translation technique. In collecting the data, the 
researcher used test. Before conducting the treatments, the students did pretest. 
After conducting the treatments, the students did posttest. After giving posttest, 
the researcher analyzed the data using Independent Sample T-test in SPSS 20.00 
because the data were in normal distribution and the data have same variance or 
homogenous. 
 
From the result of hypothetical test, it was found that the result of Sig. (2 tailed) of 
t-test for equality of means assumed was 0.03 and α = 0.05. It means that Sig. 
(pvalue) < α = 0.05. So, H0 is rejected and Ha is accepted. Based on the 
computation, it can be concluded that there was a significant effectiveness of 
using Semantic Game towards students‟ vocabulary mastery in the first semester 
at the Second Semester In Seventh Grade of MTs Al - Fatah Natar in the academic 
year of 2020/2021. 
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A. Background of the Problem 
The most efficient verbal communication in the world is language. 
Language plays an important role in daily activities, without language a person 
cannot do his or her activities smoothly and efficiently. One of the important 
bases in mastering the English is vocabulary. One of the important parts of 
language is the vocabulary, which are used to convey something in oral or 
written communication. We will face some difficulties in conveying 
something; such as ideas or anything else if there are no words. In language 
learning, list or collection of words is called vocabulary. 
The goal of studying English is not only to learn the grammar or 
pronunciation and to have a good vocabulary in order to be able to 
communicate in English. So, it is important to own a large stock of vocabulary. 
Vocabulary as all words of a language or all those used by a certain person or 
group and a list of words usually in alphabetically order with their meanings as 
in the dictionary.2 It means that, vocabulary is a collection of all the words 
arranged and understood by the person or all the words that are likely to be 
used by the person to compile a new sentence. One of the purpose in learning 
language is to enable the students to communicate in that language. The 
communicative ability determine into the vocabulary the student. Therefore, it 
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is important to teach vocabulary as a part of teaching English. In addition, the 
effect of mastering vocabulary is not only in speaking, but also in other 
language skills. The students are rich in vocabulary can speak and write more 
easily than the students with a limited vocabulary. 
Based on the preliminary research which was carried out at MTs Al-Fatah 
Natar, the researcher found some problems both from the teacher and the 
students. From the interview to the English teacher of the seventh grade of 
MTs Al-Fatah Natar, Triyanagreta, S.Pd, she said that teaching vocabulary is a 
little hard because the teacher needs more full spirit to support students in 
learning English vocabulary because the students think that it was hard to learn 
English. So, the students were not easy to remember new vocabularies. 
Besides, there are also found some problems faced by students. Firstly, the 
students were hard to remember the new word or vocabularies. Secondly, it 
was the teaching technique that was used by the teacher. The technique used 
was translation technique through the dictionary. It makes the students‟ interest 
descreased in  learning English vocabulary. The students‟ vocabulary score 
could be viewed in the table below: 
Table 1.1 
Students’ Vocabulary Score at the Seventh Grade Students of MTs Al-
Fatah Natar in the Academic Year of 2020/2021 
 
Criteria Students’ Score Number of Students Percentage 
High 78.33 – 100 43 22,28% 
Average 54.67 – 78.33 73 37.82% 
Low 0 – 54.67 77 39,90% 
Total 193 100% 





From the table above, the total percentage of students‟ vocabulary score 
whichis reaching the high criteria is 22.28%. Then, 37.82% students got 
average criteria vocabulary score. Thus, almost half in total number of students 
were having low criteria vocabulary score, which is the percentage is 39.90%. 
It means that students‟ vocabulary in seventh grade of MTs Al-Fatah Natar was 
still low. 
In teaching English, there are so many ways for the teacher to develop the 
students‟ vocabulary. That is why the appropriate technique to deliver lesson 
should be examined in the classroom. A good teaching technique will make 
students understand well the lesson. In this research, the researcher will use 
semantic game to facilitate the students in vocabulary mastery. The reseacher 
will choose semantic games because it makes the material interesting, builds up 
their vocabulary also enjoyable. Thus, the teacher can motivate the students to 
study and help them in understanding the materials. 
Vocabulary is one of an important role to build students skill to be able to 
speak English properly. In fact, researcher found that the students felt  
difficulty in learning English especially in vocabulary, some students have 
difficulty in determining word meanings, word spelling, and using words in 
sentences. Another problem is that students do not pay attention during the 
teaching and learning process, some students are busy talking to their friends or 
even doing their busy life. It is shown that the student do not have motivation 
to take lessons. In short, all the problems can be solved if the teacher has the 





elementary level in foreign students is mostly incidental.3 The students learn 
the new items of vocabulary, which appear in listening and reading texts. There 
is another way to teach vocabulary to the students is by using game. The 
researcher plans to use semantic game teaching vocabulary to the students. 
This game is intended for teaching vocabulary. It can be assumes that this 
semantic game is an interesting activity to be conducted. Besides that, the 
motivation of the students in learning English increased when they learn it 
through the game. And also the game can be applied to avoid boredom in 
learning and to avoid repetitive teaching. 
In this study, the researcher would like to use semantic game as the 
vocabulary teaching technique in order to make the students are interested in 
learning English. Through the semantic game the students are expected to 
improve their vocabulary mastery. In this semantic game the students are 
required to be more active and they have the chance to speak more. They can 
use the word they have learned in the sentences correctly after they study the 
vocabulary lesson through this game. The students are also expected to 
comprehend the definition of words or means of words, synonyms and the 
opposite meanings of words in learning vocabulary. 
Several studies have been conducted related to the vocabulary mastery 
using game. First, Aprilia Nurul Utami with the title “The Effectiveness of Hot 
Seat Game for Teaching Vocabulary at Eight Grade Students of SMP Negeri 3 
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 Then, Rita Kumalasari with the title “The Effect of Using The 
Guess-The-Word Game in Learning Vocabulary to Seventh Graders of SMP 
Negeri 2 Jabon”.
5
 The last, Nurul Puspita and Amelya Herda Losari with the 
title “The Influence of Using Bingo Game Towards Students‟ Vocabulary 




Based on explanation above, there is similiarity and there some differences 
between those previous reseach and present research. The similiarity is all 
researchers teaching vocabulary using game on their research. And there are 
also differences between previous research and present research. First previous 
research, a study examined in using Hot Seat Game. Second  previous research, 
a study examined in using The Guess-The-Word Game. The last previous 
research, a study was conducted to using Bingo Game.  
There are so many kinds of teaching method to teach vocabulary to the 
students, but the researcher is interested in applying semantic game because 
she wants to make the students get much progress in vocabulary. It is very 
important to make the students feel relax and hope that the students will learn 
easily. Especially the vocabulary being taught, and also make the classroom 
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situation run smoothly. The researcher also want to make the students 
interested and make them be more active and has many chance to speak more. 
Related to the reasons state above, the reseacher proposes to use semantic 
game as an alternative technique that can be used for teaching English 
especially in teaching vocabulary of the students. Finally, the researcher is 
entitled “The Effectiveness of Using Semantic Game Towards Students 
Vocabulary Mastery at the Second Semester in Seventh Grade of MTs Al-
Fatah Natar in the Academic Year 2020/2021.” 
 
B. Identification of the Problem 
Based on the background of the problem, the researcher identified the 
problems related to students vocabulary, the problem as follows: 
1. The students‟ vocabulary was low. 
2. The students had less motivation in study English. 
3. The students lack of vocabulary knowledge. 
4. The students had limited time to learn vocabulary. 
5. The teacher technique was still unattractive and less interesting. 
 
C. Limitation of the Problem 
Based on the identification of study above, the researcher focused on 
effectiveness of using semantic game technique towards student‟s vocabulary 
at the second semester in seventh grade of MTs Al-Fatah Natar in the 





adjectives and nouns, that is why adjective and noun are the types of 
vocabulary which is used in this research. In this study, the material of 
vocabulary in the descriptive text is limited. 
 
D. Formulation of The Problem 
Based on the limitation of problem, the research question formulated as 
follows: Is the semantic game effective in teaching vocabulary to the seventh 
grade of the MTs Al-Fatah Natar? 
 
E. Objective of the Research 
The main objective of the research is to find out whether this game is 
effective in teaching vocabulary or this semantic game is not effective in 
teaching vocabulary to the seventh grade students of MTs Al-Fatah Natar. 
 
F. Significance of the Study 
The researcher expects this study was useful for the following parties: 
1) For the researcher Her self 
By conducting this study, it increased the reseacher knowledge on the kinds 
of teaching vocabulary and also the kinds of the game that could be used. 
2) For the Students 
By conducting this study, it would be beneficial inputs for the students, so 






3) For the Teacher of English 
The result of this study would be useful information for the English teachers  
on the kinds of teaching vocabulary by using games. So, they could select 
the most suitable strategy to teach vocabulary to the students. 
 
G. Scope of the Research 
1) Subject of the Research 
Subject of the research was conducted the students of seventh grade at the 
MTs Al-Fatah Natar in the academic year of 2020/2021. 
2) Object of the Research  
The object of the research was Semantic Game and students vocabulary. 
3) Place of the Research 
The research was conducted at MTs Al-Fatah Natar. 
4) Time of the Research 
The research was conducted at the second semester of the seventh grade in 










A. Frame of Theories 
1. The Concept of Teaching 
Teaching is guiding and facilitating learning, enabling the students to 
learn, setting conditions for learning by providing a variety of learning 
experiences to accommodate the various learning strategies that exist in the 
classroom to satisfy the principles of students active learning, students‟ 
fullest involvement and participation in teaching and learning activities.
7
 
Brown states that teaching is guiding and facilitating learning, enabling 
the learners to learn setting the condition for learning.
8
 Still in Saleh said 
that teaching is a profession conducted by using combination of art, science, 
and skill.
9
 In other word, it is widely known that the objective of teaching 
English in Indonesia is to develop the four language skills, namely reading, 
listening, speaking and writing, especially for communication. 
The activities of teaching English as a foreign language demand the use 
of certain methodology. Methodology refers to the study of pedagogical 
practice in general including theoretical underpinning and related research 
whatever cinsideration are involved in “how to teach” are methodological. 
A method is concerned with rather specific identifiable cluster critically 
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compatible classroom technique. In fact, methodology serves use one of the 
pillars which support the concept of TEFL. 
 
2. Vocabulary 
a. Concept of Vocabulary 
Conforming to Neufeldt and Guralnik vocabulary as “(1) all words 
of a language or all those used by a certain person or group and (2) a list 
of words usually in alphabetically order with their meanings as in the 
dictionary.”
10
 Al-Kufaishi assert that  vocabulary as “A vehicle of 
thought, self expression interpretation, and communication”.
11
 
According to Tarigan vocabulary can be defined as all the words 
which belong to a language, the richness of words that a speaker or writer 
possess, the words that are used in a subject or science, and a list of 
words arranged as like dictionary with a short and practical explanation.
12
 
Saville-troike, said that vocabulary is the most importance for 
understanding: knowing names of things, actions and concepts, and 
without knowing vocabulary, students will not be able to grasp the idea 
or the reading material, or construct a good sentence in writing, or works 
in two other skills: listening and speaking.
13
 
From the statement above, we can conclude that vocabulary is the 
words that have meaning. Vocabulary is important for us study because 
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no communication will run well without words or vocabulary. Finally, 
vocabulary is the important component in language learning. How much 
vocabularies that the students have influence their ability in reading and 
listening and also their capabilities to speak and write. 
b. Concept of Vocabulary Mastery  
Vocabulary is one of the most important things in learning English. 
Kamil and Hiebert mention that vocabulary is set of words for which we 
know the meaning and also that an individual can use when speaking, 
reading, writing, and listening.
14
 In addition, when we learn about 
English, learners will be introduced to divide language into four skills: 
listening, speaking reading and writing then add grammar vocabulary and 
phonology to them as components of language.
15
 It means that 
vocabulary is the basic knowledge of a group of letters which related to 
other English proficiency that always used by learners in learning a 
certain language. The component of vocabulary is a very important in all 
essential skill for learning to read, speak, write and listen.  
Mastery is known to educators as an undestanding of what for him 
and her is easy to do. Competency is a part for students to train abilities. 
Mastery and ability are also usually possessed by students in certain 
lessons. Usually this mastery can be possessed by students with what 
they have trained.  
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c.  Aspect of Vocabulary 
The are some aspects of vocabulary there are some aspects in 
learning vocabulary. Purcuant to Harmer there are four basic aspects of 
vocabulary: word meaning, word combination, word grammar and word 
use. 
1. Word meaning 
Based on Harmer one final point should be made about word 
meaning, namely that what a word means is not necessarily the same 
as what it suggest or rather that words are different connotations, often 
depending on the context they occur in. The one problem in learning 
vocabulary is about meaning. It is one of the difficult in learning 
vocabulary. People cannot interpret something only with one meaning, 
they also have to understand meaning in the context.  
To learn a new word, we must not only learn how that word 
relates to other words (the definitional information), but also how the 
word changes in different contexts. One of the difficulties when 
learning vocabulary is meaning. One word in English has several 
meaning, so it can be difficult  to learn English if someone do not 
learn the meaning of word accurately. In addition, the same collection 
of sounds and letters can have many different meanings. Therefore, to 
have an accurate meaning of word, people have to know a context of 
the text or conversation also. So, they would not have a 
misunderstanding or misinterpretation. For example: He looks so blue 








mean a kind of color, but it means expressing of sad. The least 
problematic issue of vocabulary, it would seem, is meaning.  
As said by Harmer word meaning include: 
a. Polysemy 
Polysemy is only resolved when we see the word in context, that 
allows to say which meaning of the words in the particular instance 
is being used. For example: the house is at the foot of the 
mountain. 
b. Antonym  
The term antonym is used for opposite meaning of word. For 
example: “full” is an antonym of “empty”. 
c. Synonym  
It means that two or more words have the same meaning. For 
example: the synonym of smart is clever, bright may serve as the 
synonym of intelegent. 
d. Hyponymy 
It means items that serve as spesific examples of a general concept. 
For example: the hyponyms of animal are dof, cat, horse.  
e. Connotation  
A less obvious component of the meaning of an item is its 
connotation. The associations, positive or negative feelings it 
evokes, which may or may not be indicatd in a dictionary 
definition. Connotation is the communication value as expressed by 








content. For example: „slim‟ has favorable connotations, while 
„thin‟ has unfavorable; so that one could describe something as 
„slim body‟ not „thin body‟. 
2. Word combinations 
Words can be combined in a sentence; they also can in two or 
more item group. The kinds of word that go together in one language 
are often completely different from the kinds of word which live 
together in another. It means that, the words can be combined of two 
or more words in sentence. For example: fireman, football, 
businessman, etc.   
3. Word Grammar  
The last is about word grammar which is employed by 
distinguishing the use of wordbased on the use of certain grammatical 
pattern such as noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc. we make a 
distinction between countable and uncountable nouns. The former can 
be both singular and plural. We can say one chair or two chairs, 
Example: Mr. Budi is a postman. He sends the letters everyday.  
4. Word Use 
Word do not just have different meaning, however. They can also 
be stretched and twisted to fit different context and different uses. It 
means that, words that somebody says. It sometimes contains 
expression and interpretation of the speaker. It explains what the 
speaker feeling about something that can be imagined. For example: 








does not mean something to drink, but it means that pours or splash 




d. Concept of Teaching Vocabulary  
In teaching vocabulary, it does not only explain about meaning but 
also illustrating and presenting the vocabulary. Teaching is showing or 
helping someone to learn how to do something providing with 
knowledge, causing to know or to understand.
17
 Relating to the 
vocabulary teaching, the teacher has tobe careful in selecting the 
vocabulary that he or she will teach.  
Cameron stated that vocabulary teaching can be focused to help 
learners to build up a knowledge of words in ways that will enable them 
to use the language efficiently and successfully.
18
 Vocabularies build 
learners have more chances they master the language. Mc Carten stated 
that learning vocabulary is largely about remembering, and students 
generally need to see, say, and write newly learned words many times 
before they can be said to have learned them.
19
 It means that in learning 
vocabulary the students should be practicing the use of the word. 
In accordance with Thornbury, there are five factors related to the 
word set that considered by the teacher:  
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1. The level of the learners (whether beginners, intermediate, or 
advanced). It means that the teacher should give the material that is 
proper to the level of the students.  
2. The learners likely familiarity with words (learners may have met the 
word before even though there are not part of their active vocabulary).  
3. The dificult of item – whether, for example, they express abstract 
rather than concrete meaning, or whether they are dificult to 
pronounce.  
4. Their teach ability – whether, for example, they can be easily 
explained or demonstrated.  
5. Whether item are being learned for production (in speaking and 
writing) or for recognition only (in listening and reading).
20
 
Teaching vocabulary can be done through four phases : 
a) Introducing :The teacher introduces new word with clearly and 
correctly pronunciation. Use picture or oral subject.  
b) Modelling : the teacher gives an example and act as a model.  
c) Practicing : the teachers train the students to imitate and practice.  
d) Applying : the students apply in the right situation with the help 
teacher. 
In teaching vocabulary, the students will know that some words 
seem easier to learn than others. There are six factors that make 
vocabulary more difficult than others, they are:  
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1. Pronounciation; some words are difficult to pronounce. Potentially 
difficult words will typically be those that contain sounds that are 
unfamiliar to some groups of learners. 
2. Spelling; sound-spelling mismatches are likely to be the cause of 
errors, either of pronunciation of spelling, and can contribute to a 
word's difficulty. Words that contain silent letters are particularly 
problematic. 
3. Length and Complexity; long words seem to be no more difficult to 
learn that short ones. But, as a rule of thumb, high frequency word 
tend to be short in English, and therefore the learner is likely to meet 
them more often, a factor favoring their learn ability‟. 
4. Grammar; one problematic is also the grammar associated with the 
word especially if this differs from that of its Ll equivalent. Spanish 
learners of English, for example, tend to assume that explain follows 
the same pattern as both Spanish explicar and English tell, and say he 
explain me the lesson. 
5. Meaning; when two words overlap in meaning, learners are likely to 
confuse them. Make and do are a case in point, you make a breakfast 
and make an appointment, but you do the housework and a questioner, 
word with multiple meanings, such as since still, can also be 
troublesome for learners. 
6. Range, Connotation, and Idiomatic; words that can be used in a wide 
range of context will generally be perceived as easier than their 








of some words may cause problems too. Words or expressions that are 




e. Kinds of Vocabulary 
Conforming to Paulston, Vocabulary consist of two kinds that are 
function words and content words. Function of words are the words that 
primarily carry the grammatical such as, articles (the, an and an), 
preposition (for, to, in), auxiliaries (can, could, may) and so on. Content 
words are the words that have semantic meaning rather than grammatical 
meaning. They are nouns, verbs, adverbs, and adjectives.
22
 
According to Heaton, there are two kinds of vocabulary, they are 
active and passive vocabulary. Active vocabulary is the words or 
vocabularies that are used by the students in speaking and writing ability. 
While passive vocabulary is  the words or vocabulary that is found by the 




There are many kinds of vocabulary, Thombury state that vocabulary 
includes in the category of word classes.
24
 Word classes are subdivision 
of words built around the grammatical characteristics of the words and 
their use in sentences. Words are analyzed on the basis of their formation 
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and their use in sentences. There are eight main word classes in English, 
such as: 
1. Nouns 
A noun is a naming word. It is the name of a person, place, thing 
or state of being. It means that a noun can be described as the name of 
a person, place, things, and so on. It is supported by Maurer, she states 




In addition, As said by Frank noun is one of the most important 
parts of speech.
26
 Noun can be divided into some classes :  
a. Proper nouns, usually capitalized in English, are names for a 
particular person or things. Examples : Robert, Aurel, Hongkong, 
and Civil War.  
b. Countable noun is a noun that indicates something you could 
actually count. For example, you could count pigs : one pig, two 
pigs, three pigs, etc. 
c. Uncountable noun is a noun that indicates something you cannot 
count. For examples : furniture, advise, information, and news. 
d. Concrete noun is a word for a physical object that can be perceived 
by the senses, we can see, touch, smell, the object. For examples: 
flower, coffee and children.  
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e. Abstract noun is a word for a concept, it is an idea that exists in our 
minds only. Examples: ability, success, beauty, mankind, and 
justice. 
2. Verb  
a) Auxiliary verbs  
These are “be, do, have and the modal auxiliary verbs (shall, 
should, will, would, can, could, may, might, mush or ought to)”. 




For example: We can not afford to pay for a hotel.   
 We are studying at our friends‟ house.  
b) Main verbs  These carry the main meaning.28 
For example: He arrived at seven  o‟clock. 
 He wrote a poem to his girls‟ friend. 
c) Phrasal verbs  
These are formed by adding an adverb or a preposition (an adverb 
and a preposition) to a verb to create new meaning
29
  
For example:  Can we put off the wedding till after the funeral? 
d) Transitive and Intransitive  
1) A Transitive verb needs a direct object to complete its meaning 
or it can not stand alone. 
For example: He has read a book 
 He turned the page 
                                                             












2) An intransitive verb can stand alone in the predicate because its 
meaning is complete.  
For example: He gave me a book 
              He gave a book to me 
3. Adjective 
Adjective is the word that typically refers to the properties which 
belongs to people or things and its function is to modify a noun.
30
 The 
types of adjectives are: 
a. Determiners  
They are articles (the, an, a), demonstrative adjective (this, that, 
these, those), possesive adjectives (my, your, her), numeral 
adjective (fourth, first, tenth, third), and adjectives of indefinite 
quantity (some, few, all).  
b. Descriptive adjectives  
They usually indicate an inherent quality (old, young, new) or a 
physical state (blue, red, yellow), size or age.  
From the definitions above, it can be concluded that adjectives is 
a word that describes noun and has the grammatical property of 
comparison. For example: beautiful, good, small and others. 
4. Adverb  
Adverb typically modifies a verb, adjective or another adverb, 
indicating how, when or why something happened or the degree to 
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which a property characterizes an individual or event.
31
 There are 




a) Adverb of manner: happily, slowly, quickly, neatly, quietly, etc.  
For example: My sister runs quickly.  
        Alex drives slowly  
 The music played loudly 
b) Adverb of Time  
It is divided into two kinds; the first is a definite time, for instance: 
yesterday, today, tomorrow, last week, etc.  
For example: He bought ice cream yesterday. 
 He arrived last night 
c) Adverb of Place: near, here, there, away, outside, etc.  
For example: My dog sleeps outside. 
5. Preposition 
A preposition is a word that indicates the relation of a substantive 
(a word or a group of words that functions as a noun) to an adverb, an 
adjective, or another substantive.
33
 
Example: We will leave after lunch.  
She is sitting between Suci and Riski 
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6. Conjuction  
This word is from the Latin con meaning 'together' and jungere 
meaning 'to join'. A conjunction joins two or more parts of speech of a 




Determiners are words placed in front of a noun to make it clear 
what the noun refers to. There are several classes of determiners: 
a) Definite and indefinite articles: a, an, the. 
b) Demonstratives : this, that, those, these. 
c) Quantifiers : a few, a little, much, many, a lot of, most, some, any 
and enough. 
d) Possessive : my, your, his, her, its, our, their. 
e) Numbers : cardinal, ordinal number. 
8. Pronoun 
A pronoun is a word that takes the place of a noun.
35
 
a) Subjective pronoun 
A subjective pronoun acts as the subjects of a sentence. The 
subjective pronoun are she, he, I, you. 
b) Objective pronouns 
An objective pronouns acts as the object of the sentence. It receives 
the action of the verb. The objective pronouns are, her, him, it, me, 
them, us, and you.  
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c) Reflexive pronouns 
A reflexive pronouns refers back to the subject of the sentences. The 
reflexive pronouns are herself, himself, itself, myself, themself, and 
yourself. 
d) Possesive pronouns  
A possesive pronoun tells you who owns something. The possessive 
are her, his, its, mine, our their and yours.  
e) Demonstrative pronouns 
Demonstrative pronouns point out a noun. The demonstrative 
pronoun are that, these, this, those. 
f) Interrogative pronouns  
An interrogative pronoun is used in a question. It help to ask 
something. The interrogative pronoun are what, which, who, whom, 
and compound word ending in - ever, such as whatever, whichever, 
whoever, whomever.  
g) Indefinite pronouns  
An indefinite pronoun refers to an indefinite or general, person or 
thing. Indefinite pronouns include all, any, both, few, each, 
everyone, many, neither, somebody and yours. 
 
f. Concept of Noun  
A noun is a naming word. It is the name of a person, place, thing or 








person, place, thing, and so on. It is supported by Maurer, who states that 
a noun can be defined as a word used to name a person, place, or thing.
36
 
By a thing here, it means that it comprises something which can be 
perceived by human senses, or that which cannot be perceived but can be 
thought. In addition, Frank states that “noun is one of the most important 
parts of speech.” It arranges with the verb helps to form the sentence core 
which is essential to every complete sentence. A noun group is a 
linguistic sequence that may function as subject, object, subject 
complement, complement of a preposition or in a possesive structure, or 
as a dependent element of another noun head. Also, it means that a noun 
has the function as subject, object, subject complement, complement of 
preposition or possessive. 
There are types of nouns, they are as follow; 
1. A Common noun does not name any particular person, place or thing. 
Examples :The boy kicked the ball. 
The plate is lying on the table. 
2. Proper noun names a particular person, place or thing.  
Examples : Jaya Surya lives in Sri Lanka. 
3. Abstract noun names a feeling or a state of being which has no form 
or shape and which cannot be seen or touched, but whose existence 
was cognized.  
Examples : A thing of beauty is a joy forever. 
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4. Collective noun is names a group or collection of persons or things 
taken together and treated as one. 
Examples: He gave me a bunch of flowers. 
 The pride of lions was sleeping. 
 
Nouns can be further classified into: 
1. Countable nouns as nouns that can be counted are called countable 
nouns. So these nouns can be either singular or plural. Some common 
nouns and collective nouns belong to this category.  
Examples: one boy, many boys, a herd of elephants, herds of 
elephants. 
2. Uncountable nouns are nouns that cannot be counted are called 
uncountable nouns. So they are neither singular nor plural. Some 
common nouns and abstract nouns belong to this category.  
Examples: some rice, much happiness. 
a) Some nouns have no plural form. They are always used in the 
singular form.  
Examples: information, traffic, furniture, news, physics. 
b) Some nouns are always in the plural form.  
Examples: scissors, trousers, spectacles 
Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that noun has a 
function as the subject, object, subject complement, complement of a 
preposition or possessive. In addition, there are types of nouns. They are 
common nouns, proper nouns, abstract nouns, collective nouns, 









g. Concept of Adjective 
Pursuant to Frank the adjective is a modifier that has the 
grammatical property of comparison.
37
 It is often identified by special 
derivational endings or by special adverbial modifiers that precede it. Its 
most usual position is before the noun it modifies, but it fills other 
positions as well. 
Type of Adjective as follows:  
1. Determiners: consist of a small group of a structured word without 
characteristic form. 
2. Articles: the, a-an  
3. Demonstrative adjectives: this-plural these, that-plural those.  
4. Possessive adjective:  
a) From pronouns: my, your, ones, etc.  
b) From nouns: John‟s. The girl‟s, etc 
5. Numeral adjectives:  
a) Cardinal: four, twenty-five, one hundred, etc.  
b) Ordinal: fourth, twenty-fifth, one hundredth, etc. 
6. Adjectives of indefinite quantity: some, few, all, more, etc.  
7. Relative and interrogative adjectives: whose, what, which. 
8. Descriptive adjectives: it usually indicates an inherent quality 
(beautiful, intelligent), or a physical state such as age, size, color. 
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9. Proper adjectives:  a catholic church, a French Disk, a Shake 
Spearian Play.  
10. Participial adjectives  
a) Present participle: an interesting book, a disappointing 
experience, etc.  
b) Past participle: a bored student, a worn table cloth, etc. 
11. Adjective compounds  
With participle: present participle: a good looking girl, a 
heartbreaking story, etc. 
With-ed added to nouns functioning as the second element of a 
compound. The first element is usually a short adjective: absent-minded, 
ill-tempered, tear-stained, far-sighted, etc. 
3. The Concept of Game 
The Game is a structured activity, usually undertaken for enjoyment 
and sometimes used as an educational tool. Games are distinct from work 
usually carried out for remuneration and from art, which is more concerned 
with the expression of ideas. However, the distinction is not clear-cut and 
many games are also considered to be work such as a professional player of 
spectator sports/games or art such as jigsaw puzzles.
38
 
A game is a system in which players game engage in an artificial 
conflict, defined by rules that result in a quantifiable outcome. Salen and 
Zimmerman, say “a game is a form of art in which participants, termed 
players, make decisions to manage resources through game tokens in the 
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pursuit of a goal, with activity among two or more independent decision-
makers seeking to achieve their objectives in some limiting context.” 
A game is a form of play with goals and structure.
39
 While Halfield 
states “game is an activity rule, a goal and an element of fun. Playing games 
is a vital and natural part of growing up and learning, through the games 
children experiment, discover, and interact with their environment.”
40
 
A game is something interesting to do. A game can motivate the 
students‟ interest if it is applied in the teaching and learning process. It is 
one way of learning vocabulary. Games can be conducted inside and outside 
the classroom to avoid the boredom of the students when they follow the 
lesson. It is also to avoid monotonous teaching so the learning process 
would be a pleasure to the students. 
 
4. Concept of Semantic Game  
a. Definition Semantic Game 
A semantic game is a game that grounds the concepts in which logic 
is understood as a dynamic instrument of inference.
41
 The simplest 
application of semantic game is to propositional logic. Each formula of 
this language is interpreted as a game between two players, known as the 
“Verifier” and the “Falsifier”. The Verifier is given “ownership” of all 
the disjunctions in the formula, and the Falsifier is likewise given 
ownership of all the conjunctions. Each move consists of allowing the 
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owner of the dominant connective to pick one of its branches; play will 
continue in that sub formula with whichever player controls its dominant 
connective making the next move. Play ends when a primitive 
proposition has been so chosen by the two players; at this point the 
Verifier is deemed the winner if the resulting proposition is true, and the 
Falsifier is deemed the winner if it is false. The original formula will be 
considered true precisely when the Verifier has a winning strategy, while 
it will be false whenever the Falsifier has the winning strategy. 
If the formula contains negations or implications, other, more 
complicated, techniques may be used. For example, a negation should be 
true if the thing negated is false, so it must have the effect of 
interchanging the roles of the two players. More generally, semantic may 
be applied to predicate logic; the new rules allow a dominant quantifier 
to be removed by its “owner” (the Verifier for existential quantifiers and 
the Falsifier for universal quantifiers) and its bound variable replaced at 
all occurrences by an object of the owner‟s choosing, drawn from the 
domain of quantification. Note that it involves the approach of a view of 













b. The Theoretical Procedural of Teaching Vocabulary through the 
Semantic Game 
The following is the procedure of teaching vocabulary through the 




 Pre activity is intended to prepare the students for the lesson and this 
stage as warm up or preparation. 
2) Whilst-Activity 
Whilst activity is stimulus variation contain the greatest part of 
teaching and learning process of lesson. 
a. The teacher prepares some words which will be taught to the 
students. 
b. As warming up, the teacher asks the students to mention the names 
of objects that they know in Indonesian. 
c. The teacher shows a picture of the words to the class and asks them 
questions that are related to the picture. 
d. After getting the right answer, the teacher says the meaning of the 
picture in English and asks the students to repeat after several times 
to make be sure that they can say it in the correct pronunciation. 
e. The teacher opens the paper, which covers the written word and 
asks them to say the word once again. The teacher asks them to 
write the word on their books. 
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f. After finishing several pictures, the teacher asks the students to 
close their books and one of them comes forward to clean the 
whiteboard. 
g. The teacher flashes the words one by one randomly. The students 
have to answer the questions related to the picture in English  
incorrect pronunciation. 
3) Post-Activity 
Post activity is aims at drawing attention to the end of the lesson and 
the strategy in the post test makes the students feel satisfied with the 
lesson because they know that they have learned some material and 
skills. 
c. Advantages and Disadvantages Semantic Game 
In this study, learning using semantic games is almost similar to 
learning using pictures. so that the advantages and disadvantages are the 
same as learning using pictures. According  to  Asnawir  the  advantages  
of  using  semantic game  are :  
1. They are more concrete to improve the students‟ feelings.  
2. A simple shape will make it  easier  for  both  the  teacher  and  the  
students  to bring  it  wherever.   
3. The pictures can solve time, room, eyes limitation of the user. Both 
the teacher and students will focus on looking at the picture. 
According  to  Asnawir  the  disadvantages  of  using semantic game 








1. The explanation of the teacher will make any differences in students‟ 
understanding. It  does  not  problem  of  using  pictures,  because  the 
teacher  can  be  permitted students who did not understand to ask to 
the teacher.  
2. The  pictures  also  only  describe  about  sense  because  there  is  no  
body language.  It  does  not  a  matter  for  the  teacher,  because  he  
can  solve  this problem  by  using  pictures  series.  He  can  make  a  
specific  view  to  change  a body  language.   
3. The  pictures  only  focus on  the  students  who  sit  in front.  It  
contrasts  for  students  who  sit  in  the  back,  but  it  does  not  a  




5. Translation Technique  
a. Definition of translation technique  
Technique is a general term referring to the transfer of thought and 
ideas form one language (source of language) to another language (target 
language) whether the language in the written or spoken forms. The 
statement is supported by Effendi that translation technique is the process 




The example of translation technique: 
1) Source language: No Green No Life, Know Green Know Life 
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Target language: Tidak ada hijau, tidak ada kehidupan, ada hijau ada 
kehidupan.  
2) Source language: say no to drugs 
Target language: katakan tidak untuk narkoba 
Nation in Cameron listed basic technique by which teachers can 
explain the meanings of new words, all of which can be used in the 
earners classroom are demonstration or pictures, analytical definition, 
putting the new word in a defining context, and translating into another 
language. 
b. The Procedure of Teaching Vocabulary through Translation 
Technique  
The following procedure of teaching the target language through the 
translation technique is adapted from Larsen and Freeman. 
1. The class read a text written in a target language. 
2. Students translate the passage from the target to their first language. 
3. The teacher asks students in their native language if they have any 
question and the teacher answer the questions in their native language. 
4. Students translate new word from the target language to their mother 
tongue. 
5. Students are given a grammar rule and based on the example they 
apply for the role by using new words. 
6. Students memorize vocabulary. 








8. Students memorize the role of grammar.45  
c. Advantages and Disadvantages Translation Technique 
The advantages and disadvantages of teaching vocabulary by using 
translation technique as follows:  
1. Advantages of using translation technique 
a. Translation technique is the easiest way of explaining meanings or 
word.  
b. The improvement of EFL learners‟ linguistic accuracy. 
c. Psychological values. 
From the explanation above, the students can translate the word 
easier. Also the goal of foreign language study is to learn a language 
in order to read it is literature or in order to benefit from the mental 
and intellectual development that results from foreign language study.  
2. Disadvantages of Using Translation Technique 
a. The classes are taught in the mother tongue, with little active use of 
the target language. 
b. Much vocabulary is taught in the form of lists of the isolated word. 




B. Relevance Studies 
The reseacher finds several relevant studies. First, Aprilia Nurul Utami 
with the title “The Effectiveness of Hot Seat Game for Teaching Vocabulary at 
Eight Grade Students of SMP Negeri 3 Purwokerto”. This research discusses 
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the effect of using guess-the-word game as technique toward seventh graders‟ 
in learning vocabulary of SMP Negeri 2 Jabon, Sidoarjo. The aim of the 
research is to know the effect of guess-the-word to students in learning the 
vocabulary. The subject of this research was students of VIIB consist of 34 
students. The method used in this research was pre-experimental one group 
pretest-posttest design. The result of this research showed that there was a 
significant effect of students in learning vocabulary. The data was achieved 
from a pretest-posttest score using T-test formula. Furthermore, based on 
statistic calculation with the significance level of 5%, it showed that the value 
of tcounting was higher that ttable (5,48 > 2.03) and Eta Squared shows that 
the value is 0.47. According to table of Eta Square values criteria, 0.47 means 
High/Significant effect. So, the null hypothesis (Ho) was rejected and the 
alternative hypothesis (Ha) was accepted which stated that there is a significant 
effect of using guess-the word toward seventh graders in learning vocabulary 
written. 
Second, Rita Kumalasari with the title “The Effect of Using The Guess-
The-Word Game in Learning Vocabulary to Seventh Graders of SMP Negeri 2 
Jabon”. This research discusses the effect of using guess-the-word game as 
technique toward seventh graders  in learning the vocabulary of SMP Negeri 2 
Jabon, Sidoarjo. The aim of the research is to know the effect of guess-the-
word to students in learning vocabulary. The subject of this research was 
students of VIIB consist of 34 students. The method used in this research was 
pre-experimental one group pretest-posttest design. The result of this research 








data was achieved from a pretest-posttest score using the T-test formula. 
Furthermore, based on statistic calculation with the significance level of 5%, it 
showed that value of tcounting was higher that ttable (5,48 > 2.03) and Eta 
Squared shows that the value is 0.47. According to table of Eta Square values 
criteria, 0.47 means High/ Significant effect. So, the null hypothesis (Ho) was 
rejected and the alternative hypothesis (Ha) was accepted which stated that 
there is significant effect of using guess-theword toward seventh graders in 
learning vocabulary written. 
The last, Nurul Puspita and Amelya Herda Losari with the title “The 
Influence of Using Bingo Game Towards Students‟ Vocabulary Mastery at the 
First Semester of the Seventh Grade of MTs N 2 Bandar Lampung”. 
Vocabulary is one of the important language elements that should be mastered 
by the students. Based on the preliminary research at MTs N 2 Bandar 
Lampung, the researcher found that there were 67.70% students‟ vocabulary 
score less than the standard minimum score (KKM) which is 75. The objective 
of this research was to know whether there is an influence of using bingo game 
towards students‟ vocabulary mastery or not. The method of the research was 
quasi experimental design with the treatment held in three meetings, 2x40 
minutes in each meeting. The population of this research was the seventh grade 
students of MTs N 2 Bandar Lampung. For taking the sample, the researcher 
used cluster random sampling. The sample was two classes, class VII H as the 
experimental class and class VII I as the control class. Both of them consisted 
of 32 students. In collecting the data, the researcher used tests. The researcher 








40 items before validity test. After the validity test, the instrument test for 
pretest consisted of 22 items and posttest consisted of 22 items. For analyzing 
the data, the researcher used Mann Whitney Test. From the data analysis, it 
was found that the result of Mann Whitney Test was 0.000. This result is 
consulted to the score of the value significant generated Sig. (pvalue) < α = 
0.05. Therefore, Ho is rejected and Ha is accepted. In other words, from this 
research it is known that bingo game can influence the students‟ vocabulary 
mastery. It can be concluded that there is a significant influence of using bingo 
game towards students‟ vocabulary mastery. The results of this study suggesr 
that learning using games is an alternative to improve the vocabulary skills of 
students. 
 
C. Frame of Thinking  
Teaching vocabulary is one of important thing in language learning. The 
students need to learn vocabulary to know about the words meaning. The 
structures, and the application of the words. Without vocabulary knowledge, 
they would not be able to express and write his idea with using grammar and 
organized into sentences with meaning. 
In teaching vocabulary, teacher should be to teach with appropriate 
techniques. Teacher can to create an activity which can applied in the 
classroom. Semantic games can become an alternative way which can help 
teacher teaching vocabulary for students. This will be able to make learning 








Based on the explanation, among the ways to improve student‟s 
vocabulary, the researcher chooses using semantic game to be studied in this 
research. Because this technique have some elements to make students more 
active and they have the chance to speak more. This is based on consideration 
that the purpose is to allow student to do retention about the new word that 
they find, so this new word will be stay along in their mind. 
 
D. Hypothesis 
   : There is effectiveness of using Semantic Games towards students 
vocabulary mastery at the second semester in seventh grade of MTs Al-
Fatah Natar in the Academic Year of 2020/2021. 
   : There is no effectiveness of using Semantic Games towards students 
vocabulary mastery at the second semester in seventh grade of MTs Al-
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